M A N U FA C T U R I N G
AND RESOURCES

Process manufacturers face some of the most
complex business goals: sustainably improving
health; feeding the world; the provision of safe
energy and water; and fuelling economic prosperity.
To accomplish these goals, these organisations need
to be at the forefront of technology advances to
engage customers, empower employees, optimise
operations, and transform products.
This is the focus of this issue’s manufacturing and
resources section. In a world of finite resources and
growing pressure to effectively deliver products
and services and with a higher degree of social and
ecological awareness, we find out how organisations
can depend upon technology to offer up innovation
and economies of scale that ensure profitability and
sustainability for the long term.
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Smart
and sustainable
Microsoft’s Egbert Schröer outlines the four key imperatives that
are catalysing the future of process manufacturing
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

P

rocess manufacturing is being transformed
as chemical companies drive sustainable
business models for today’s fast-moving,
environmentally-conscious market. “Large-scale
chemical production was a key driver of the first
industrial revolution, and chemical firms also
led the way in embracing digital processes to
develop the efficiencies and operational excellence embodied by Chemistry 4.0,” says Egbert
Schröer, worldwide managing director of manufacturing and chemical & agribusiness leader
at Microsoft. “Now, we’re seeing the emergence
of Chemistry 4.1: a sustainable and tailor-made
chemical industry with increased cross-sectoral
collaboration and connected value chains.”
To achieve this, Schröer says chemical manufacturers need to act on four key imperatives: predict

market trends and shorten cycles of innovation,
enable a new level of responsiveness in production, embrace an as-a-service business model, and
address material scarcity in a circular economy.
Chemical companies are increasingly turning
to dry lab testing, using computer-simulated
experiments powered by high-performance
computing, to enable faster, more efficient innovation. “By using digital twins that replicate the
physical world, chemists can build models and
test simulations as they would in a physical
testing environment,” says Schröer. “The true
advantage of this method is the ability to run
experiments in parallel, using machine learning
to analyse the results of hundreds of thousands
of experiments and determine the probability
of success or suggest optimal experiment conditions. As these experiments run, they become
increasingly precise, enabling chemical companies to test and optimise new products in
months instead of decades. This also supports
sustainability goals, as simulation enables faster
design for chemicals that degrade easily, reducing waste products.”
By interpreting historical data from multiple
sources, machine learning is also empowering
companies to predict product demand. “With

“Large-scale chemical production
was a key driver of the first
industrial revolution”
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Scalable, profitable, sustainable
Industrial internet of things connectivity and assured security for cloud-connected
and on-premises control systems are the key to success for process manufacturers,
says Melissa Topp from ICONICS
Process manufacturers can take several steps to help
themselves become more scalable, profitable and
sustainable. The first is to make sure all data points are
measurable. This means ensuring that any point in any
process has the appropriate connection or sensor to
send its related data to wherever it is connected. At
ICONICS, these are the building blocks of a connected
factory, enabling previously untapped data to be
introduced into the system for visualisation, analysis,
remote monitoring, archiving/retrieval via data
historians and more.
The automation software reveals the true value of
all the connected data. The newly accumulated data
can then be used for trending or alarm purposes, or
in analytics functions such as energy management
or predictive maintenance with fault detection and
diagnostics. It can be tracked by a high-speed data
historian for comparisons over time.

the addition of artificial intelligence, these
analyses incorporate unstructured data from
molecular modelling, text and publicly available
data sources such as patents to improve prediction accuracy further,” says Schröer. “Using the
outputs of these calculations, chemical companies can project market demand and determine
which products they need to develop next.”
Achieving customised production at mass-
production costs is one of the biggest challenges. “Without integration between business
and manufacturing systems, producing one-off
variants is prohibitively time-consuming and
costly,” says Schröer. “For mass customisation
to be a feasible business model, manufacturers
need to integrate business and manufacturing
systems and embrace the industrial internet of
things (IIoT), paving the way for automation. By
automatically triggering production line adjustments based on customer orders, for example,
chemical companies can produce customised
batches of chemicals at a reasonable cost. With
this kind of integration, constant information
flow between shop floor and business systems

Any mention of ‘scalability’ today leads to
the industrial internet of things (IIoT). Some
manufacturers can afford to replace existing
equipment with new IIoT-ready hardware. Others are
choosing less expensive ‘edge’ IoT gateway devices,
which typically come with embedded software.
ICONICS works with multiple IoT hardware vendors
to include its own IoT software suite, which enables its
proven HMI/SCADA, analytics and mobile solutions in
the cloud. Manufacturers can then take advantage of
connectivity to assets, secure cloud communications
and built-in real-time visualisation. Users can connect
to virtually any automation equipment through
supported industry protocols such as OPC UA,
Modbus, BACnet, SNMP and classic OPC tunnelling.
Melissa Topp is senior director of global
marketing at ICONICS

ensures that companies are producing exactly
what consumers ordered, increasing customer
satisfaction and reducing raw material waste.”
An integrated ecosystem also enables the predictive maintenance of production equipment
so it’s always ready to roll. “Embedded software
and analytics can diagnose and signal the status
and performance of equipment, predict possible
malfunctions and maintenance needs, and use
mixed reality and digital twins to enhance maintenance and service,” says Schröer.
As customers’ environmental awareness
increasingly influences their buying choices,
as-a-service business models are essential to
gaining a competitive edge. “Chemical companies understand that success in the next few years
is not only about satisfying product demand, but
helping customers use chemicals in a sustainable manner: maintaining ideal inventory levels,
ordering only what is needed, and looking for
ways to optimise chemical usage,” says Schröer.
“This leads to fewer product sales, which will
then be supplemented with new, digital-enabled
services.”
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Data-driven optimisation
Digitalisation in the chemical industry is driving numerous
value propositions – but what they all have in common is
data, says Petter Moree from OSIsoft
Data can unlock value for chemical manufacturers, but
there are challenges. This is a complex environment
that often includes a mix of old and new plants and
assets, resulting in connectivity and compatibility issues.
Manufacturers need to figure out ways to synthesise all
the information they have, set clear business goals and
approach them in serial fashion.
IoT gateways are helping to dramatically reduce the
cost of adding new data sources to manufacturing
systems. These are often less than 20% of the cost
to upgrade a SCADA or DCS system. At one end
of the spectrum are soft sensors using vibrations,
spectroscopy or laser diffractions – or rather data
which must be translated using feature extractions or
models for quantitative or qualitative predictions. At
the other end, cloud-based advanced analytics are

Bayer, for example, recently introduced a
pest management services platform using
IoT-enabled traps for 24/7 monitoring and
real-time alerts. Data from the traps can also
be collected and analysed for trends, enabling
pest management companies to place traps
more effectively. And Syngenta, which uses
its Enogen genetic biotechnology to develop
seeds for ethanol plants with traits such as
water optimisation, has deployed connected
services from Microsoft partner OSIsoft to
monitor the growth of Enogen-based seeds
on behalf of its customers. Now it can provide recommendations and advice, as well as
insights that its customers can use to optimise
their own businesses.
As technologies like IoT and blockchain help
manufacturers to assure accountability across
the digital ecosystem, they are also helping
them take the lead in the circular economy.
“For circular economic principles to be implemented successfully there must be clear line
of sight into how resources are consumed,”
says Schröer. “Manufacturers can more easily
repurpose waste materials if they have insight
into where these materials are located, how
they are being used, and what waste products
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allowing people to extract more information from
data and take on new projects that were impractical
years before.
OSIsoft has worked on several recent projects to help
organisations optimise process manufacturing. For
instance, Biogen is currently building a revolutionary
production facility for an Alzheimer’s treatment in
Switzerland. Based on modular manufacturing ideas,
it is slated to dramatically reduce production costs.
Meanwhile European chemical manufacturer Covestro
has used data to cut energy by 30% and emissions
by 39%. The cuts are aimed at meeting sustainability
requirements and keeping Covestro competitive with
suppliers from lower-cost regions.
Petter Moree is industry principal at OSIsoft

are produced along the way. For example,
waste water from a food production company
can be used for another purpose where water
quality isn’t essential, such as cleaning shipping containers.”
While such practices are common internally,
Schröer says the challenge lies in implementing
them across entire ecosystems. “By taking data
from IoT sensors and adding it to a blockchain,
chemical companies can securely and accurately provide insights into resource use and
location across their supply chains,” he says.
“This creates an impartial system of accountability that ensures resources are optimally used
and reused throughout the ecosystem – including the exchange of materials and products
across connected supply chains.”
Ultimately, Schröer says, being at the head of
the value chain ideally positions chemical companies to address the challenges and demands
represented by resource scarcity and environmental concerns. “By embracing future-facing
technologies and adopting a leadership role in
a global ecosystem of manufacturers, governments and technology partners, these companies can lead the world in establishing more
sustainable economic practices.”

Connected Intelligence for Manufacturing
ICONICS delivers Azure-based software solutions for operational
excellence and Industry 4.0 initiatives. Time-saving applications include:
• Remote Monitoring - provides visibility into your operation from any device

• Predictive Maintenance - maximizes equipment uptime and reduces energy costs
• Connected Field Service - empowers technicians with real-time equipment status
• Digital Twin - optimizes production and maintenance with hands-free operation
• Connected Factory - delivers a contextualized view of your global operations
Learn more at:
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The best of enterprise technology
on the Microsoft platform
INTERVIEW

Building success
As executive vice president and president for Global Sales, Marketing and Operations,
Jean-Philippe Courtois leads Microsoft’s commercial business across 124 subsidiaries
worldwide. Here he outlines how, hand-in-hand with partners, Microsoft is enabling
technological success across the globe
B Y A N D Y C L AY T O N - S M I T H

A new vision
for operations
Why the secret to successful digital transformation
is about more than just technology

Cultivating
tomorrow’s
enterprise

At Future Decoded late last year, you told
businesses that they ‘need to disrupt before
they are disrupted’. How is Microsoft helping
organisations to do this?
Disruption is real. Currently, 93% of executives
believe their industry will be disrupted at some
point in the next five years, but only 20% feel
they’re prepared to address it. As digitalisation
takes over the world, every organisation and
industry must evolve their business and technology landscape to address new competitive
forces. At Microsoft, we are uniquely positioned
to help our customers imagine new possibilities,
so they can stay ahead of the curve. From our
agile platforms and solutions to our breadth of
technologies that prioritise flexibility, integration
and trust. But digital transformation is not simply
about technology – it requires business leaders to
re-envision their business models and embrace a
different way of bringing people, data and processes together to create new value for customers.

by Microsoft Azure and its various cognitive
solutions tools, including face and speech recognition, which kick into gear when a customer
walks up to the mirror. The mirror can then
interact with customers, helping take pictures
of their new outfits and offering fashion advice.
In addition to providing customers with a fun,
novel experience, H&M has also benefitted with
86% of visitors interacting with QR codes and
sharing their discounts, in addition to gaining
subscribers to its newsletter.
Another great example is US supermarket
giant Kroger, which is transforming in-store
displays with IoT technology. We helped create
Kroger EDGE, a new Azure-powered signage
solution that replaces cardboard labels with a
digital alternative. The solution not only saves
precious human resources by eliminating the
need to update displays manually, but also allows
Kroger to reduce its carbon footprint, by using
low-powered labels with no physical waste.

Digital transformation is now front of mind for
businesses the world over. What are the most
impressive examples of digital transformation
that you have recently witnessed?
It’s truly incredible to see how companies of
all sizes are transforming, but for me, the retail
industry is one of the bravest and most innovative. Faced with long term challenges from
dwindling sales in store, retailers are embracing
new technologies at breakneck speed, in a bid to
reimagine the customer experience, drive sales
and boost growth. H&M, the second-largest
clothing retailer in the world, is one example.
We worked with H&M to create an interactive,
in-store mirror that leverages the high footfall
of its Times Square retail store to drive higher
engagement and sales. The mirror is powered

What advice would you give to those
organisations looking to begin their digital
transformation journey?
Whenever I meet with customers I tell them that
successful digital transformation starts with a
culture transformation that engages the hearts
and minds of their employees. Organisations
need to be incredibly clear about their purpose, investing energy at every level. It’s going
beyond the brain, to the heart, to the soul. Using
Microsoft as an example, our culture is focused
on a growth mindset, a deep appetite for continual learning and a culture of experimentation and risk taking – trying and learning fast.
Transformation isn’t easy, it’s a long-term journey and ultimately it will be the people in your
organisation that drive your success.

FREAEL

“Transformation isn’t easy, it’s a long-term
journey and ultimately it will be the people
in your organisation that drive your success”
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Making the shift from ‘process first’ to ‘culture first’

Gavriella Schuster explains how Microsoft
is renewing its commitment to partners
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Why microservices enable a seamless
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Why the unique needs of the media industry
are perfectly matched with the cloud

How artificial intelligence is transforming
the media industry

An overview of the key messages outlined at
this year’s SIBOS event in Sydney, Australia
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Seamless sourcing
L A U R E N T B E R TA U D : D A S S A U LT S Y S T È M E S

Organisations can leverage artificial intelligence to improve their
sourcing and standardisation and to eliminate the disconnects between
engineering and business systems

W

hether in the aerospace, automotive,
industrial equipment or other global
manufacturing industry, standard
products no longer exist. Mass personalisation,
the capacity to provide adaptable products at a
competitive price, has become a key differentiator. Production has become extremely complex
and represents a significant challenge for industrial companies – and the accompanying proliferation of parts, products and components has a
significant impact on total product lifecycle cost
and on company performance.
Parts standardisation and reuse are key drivers
for limiting the costs associated with new programme development, and they can also help
decrease procurement costs and improve strategic sourcing partnerships. Procurement departments can contribute to this transformation
immediately if they know how to benefit from
opportunities offered by artificial intelligence.

“Artificial intelligence enables
companies to eliminate the
disconnects between engineering
and business systems”
There’s a lot of talk about artificial intelligence,
but what exactly do we mean by it? In the context
of increasing complexity, it is strategically important that the procurement department participate
in design and engineering decisions as early as
possible – and artificial intelligence can empower
them to do that. Here we’re talking about machine
learning algorithms, placed at the heart of engineering professions, but led by procurement.
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These algorithms make it possible for the two
departments to communicate, opening new paths
to performance and cost reduction.
Procurement has a great opportunity to take
advantage of this. For example, in aerospace, this
intelligence is used to cross-reference existing
parts between different programmes and production sites. This helps procurement to define
contextualised standards, verify their implementation, and optimise sourcing on a global scale.
The gains realised free up capacity for innovation,
which is indispensable for the future of industry.
EXALEAD Sourcing & Standardization
Intelligence, powered by Dassault Systèmes’
3DEXPERIENCE platform, is a business discovery application for parts that reveals engineering
and procurement related information. In doing
so, it helps procurement professionals to level
the playing field with suppliers through rapid
visibility and comparison of parts hidden anywhere inside the enterprise.
It gives procurement teams their own support
tool, as purchasers have their own dashboard
which also acts as a point of entry to engineering. Our algorithms use 3D part signature as a
universal language in order to help them better
understand engineering requests, analyse past
purchases and identify all possible commonalities with new ones.
Leveraging these tools has yielded impressive
results for our clients. For example, a Tier 1 supplier in the aerospace industry estimated savings
of €15 million (US$17.4 million) per year; and
an industrial machinery manufacturer estimated
€65 million (US$75.4 million) per year. These
examples illustrate the savings that are already
being achieved by organisations, which are taking advantage of artificial intelligence. But they
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also go a lot further: they underline the extensive opportunities that are not being realised by
organisations using current technologies.
These savings are difficult to achieve because
unlike managing billing, for example, the
phases of sourcing and standardisation are difficult to automate. Industrial companies will
say they have put in place sourcing optimisation policies and have proven standardisation
rules. But this relies mostly on manual processing. Ultimately, they remain dependent on the
quality of the information entered in diverse
heterogeneous systems.
Artificial intelligence enables companies to
eliminate the disconnects between engineering
and business systems, improve data quality and
standardisation, and provide the user experience
and search tools that empower employees to find
the information they need, quickly and securely.
According to a study by The Hackett Group,
the adoption of advanced analytics applications by procurement functions will be common in two or three years. Now is the time for

organisations to position themselves to gain a
competitive advantage.
To achieve this, organisations need to begin by
connecting their engineering (computer-aided
design, product development management,
product lifecycle management) and finance
(enterprise resource planning, supplier relationship management, supply chain management)
systems at a global level by relying on 3D recognition, the only universal language. Then, they
need to propose a simple, collaborative solution
to procurement and engineering departments
that will enable them to make the best decisions.
The 3DEXPERIENCE platform from Dassault
Systèmes and its analytics solutions, as well as the
3DEXPERIENCE Marketplace PartSupply (parts
library), can help. Well-armed, at the intersection
of performance and innovation, the procurement
department can orchestrate the right balance
between business, finance and engineering.
Laurent Bertaud is director of product strategy
for NETVIBES-EXALEAD at Dassault Systèmes
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PROFILED: HANNIBAL INDUSTRIES

Confident product
configuration
Hannibal Industries chose Bluestar PLM to enable standardised, automated
processes for the design and configuration of custom solutions

F

ounded in 1985, Hannibal Industries is a
leading pallet rack and steel tube manufacturer that employs around 400 people at its
plants in Los Angeles and Houston. To create
unique solutions based on customers’ requirements, Hannibal used a configurator that had
been developed in-house and integrated with
the company’s Microsoft Dynamics AX enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. But after
the employee who created the configurator left
the company, maintenance and improvement
became a challenge. In addition, creating and
printing CAD drawings throughout the process was a time-consuming process that opened
the door for potential error, as the production
department was not always aware of changes
made since a drawing was received.
Seeking to resolve these issues, Hannibal considered three solution providers before choosing
the configuration module in Bluestar PLM. This
solution stood out because it is built inside the
Dynamics 365/AX ERP platform, making it easy
to seamlessly bridge the flow of data between
engineering and operations.
“When we developed our AX Product Builder
configurator we had to make all kinds of
changes to Dynamics AX and the two programs
were having difficulty working together,” says
Farooq Mohammad, director of IT at Hannibal
Industries. “These customisations caused
significant challenges in transferring the old
configurator to the new modern Bluestar PLM
configurator and so the initial deployment took
longer than we expected. However, the Bluestar
team from PDM technology was always there to
support us. It has incredibly deep knowledge of
Dynamics AX and, if a problem arose, it would
respond immediately, even when on vacation.
In fact, in our company Bluestar is a rock star!”
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Hannibal’s new configurator does everything the
company wanted, and more. “With Bluestar, not
only did we receive a configurator which is stable
and easy to work with; we also have a configurator
that can create drawings for us,” says Mohammad.
“This immediately made the process less burdensome on our design department.”
Being able to generate and distribute drawings to
production, scheduling and planning departments
has also reduced the risk of error. “The drawings for
each part are now available with the click of a button,” says Mohammad. “That means we know the
drawing we’ve printed is the right one to work with.”
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Hannibal Industries
has implemented the
Bluestar PLM solution
which is built on top
of Dynamics 365/AX
ERP platform

Even better, the whole process has been speeded
up. “Previously, it took us two to three minutes just
to configure one part, then we had to create the
drawings manually afterwards” says Mohammad.
“With Bluestar, it takes about 90 seconds to both
configure the part and create the CAD drawing.
There is really no comparison when it comes to
what you can gain by having software like that.”
Ensuring that the system was adopted by
Hannibal’s long-standing employees was another
challenge, but the solution’s ease of use won them
over. “It can be difficult to change the culture
among people who have worked in the same position for more than 20 years, but they have bought
into the new system and they’re enjoying using it,”
says Mohammad.
Because the configurator does everything the
company wants it to do, Mohammad’s IT team has
more time to develop the business’ efficient use of
IT. And having an ERP-based PLM solution, rather
than a standalone system, brings further benefits
to the business. “The way Bluestar PLM interacts
with all the other areas of our ERP system makes
it very powerful,” says Mohammad. “When people
are using it, they know it’s Bluestar, but they don’t

have to learn two discrete systems because it’s all
part of one package. In addition, because Bluestar
is scalable, we can always add more to it without
worrying about the expertise of one employee.”
Hannibal is now in the process of transitioning from Dynamics AX 2009 to Dynamics 365.
“We’ve just implemented Bluestar PLM in our
Houston facility, which uses the new Dynamics
365 environment,” says Mohammad. “The whole
implementation took about two and a half
months, which is lightning fast in this industry.”
With the Houston deployment successfully
completed, Los Angeles is next in line. “We’re
planning to convert to the new system in Los
Angeles in January,” says Mohammad. “From that
moment, we will go to the advanced features of
Bluestar, such as engineering/production change
management features.”
Looking ahead, Hannibal’s partnership with
Bluestar looks set to continue. “Currently,
Bluestar helps us with production level drawings, and eventually we’d like to extend that to
the full configuration of the warehouse,” says
Mohammad. “Based on what I’ve seen, I know
Bluestar can do that.”
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Science in the
age of experience
Tim Webb, senior director, SIMULIA growth at Dassault Systèmes, looks back
on a week of discovery and innovation at Dassault Systèmes’ Science in the
Age of Experience conference

S

Dr Michael Rosbash
from Brandeis
University speaks at
2018 Science in the
Age of Experience
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cience is driving advancements in all areas of
our lives, from the food we eat and clothes
we wear to personalised healthcare, autonomous vehicles and air transportation. The combination of science and engineering with the latest
advancements in digital technology is enabling
collaboration, accelerating innovation cycles and
facilitating the discovery of disruptive solutions to
the world’s most challenging problems.
To explore the convergence of science, engineering, data intelligence and digital technologies, Dassault Systèmes recently hosted more
than 1,000 business leaders, scientists, engineers
and designers at our third Science in the Age of
Experience conference in Boston.
Organised around four key themes – Science
is Personal, Science is Discovering, Science is
Material, and Science is Sustaining – this megatrend event kicked off with symposiums on
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Additive Manufacturing (including a hackathon),
Material Modelling and Simulation Data Science.
These were followed by in-depth explorations of
the four themes by prestigious keynote speakers
and in breakout sessions which included more
than 60 customer presentations.
Science is Personal
Improving patient outcomes and quality of life
was a strong focus for the Science is Personal
theme. As advances in drug discovery, medical
devices and surgical procedures accelerate, a
potent combination of scientific simulation and
patient data is set to create the next breakthroughs
in personalised healthcare. Modelling, simulation
and 3D printing are all in the spotlight as the
global medical and scientific community explores
new ways to model the human body and the
devices that interact with it.
The revolutionary potential of these solutions
in personalising healthcare became clear as keynote speaker Bruno Ferré, co-founder of start-up
Digital Orthopaedics, shared his insights on how
simulation and clinical decision support systems
enable a personalised approach that is transforming orthopaedic surgeries and treatment.
Focusing on orthopaedic reconstruction of the
foot, he reviewed how a ‘force-based’ approach,
enabled by virtual modelling, may help to improve
patient-specific outcomes compared to the traditional technique of simply repositioning the bones.
The conversation on personalised healthcare
continued throughout the conference with
presentations highlighting diverse topics such
as the Living Heart Project, Drug Induced
Arrhythmia, Abaqus Knee Simulator, Arthritis,
Customised Medical Devices, Annuloplasty and
Personalised Neuromodulation.

Photo: Renishaw plc
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Additive manufactured
metal parts are created
through a metal powder
bed fusion process

Science is Discovering
Under the Science is Discovering banner, the
focus was on how the power to create and share
scientific knowledge digitally enables scientists,
designers and engineers to avoid errors and waste
while freeing themselves to be truly innovative.
Michael Rosbash of Brandeis University – a 2017
recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physiology – discussed the scientific discovery process, focusing on the collaborative discovery of molecular
mechanisms controlling the Circadian Rhythm
or ‘biological clock’. With observations on the
role of curiosity, scepticism, persistence, collaboration and humanity in the pursuit of science,
he revealed his vision of how science will move
ahead in both real and virtual worlds.
Our community of scientists and engineers
saw examples of using Dassault Systèmes
3DEXPERIENCE platform for research and
design exploration through virtual modelling and simulation. The platform enables all
stakeholders to collaborate in generating new
knowledge and know-how and in turn improve
laboratory practice and product design.
Science is Material
With issues like energy regulations, sustainability and plastic pollution creating some of society’s most pressing problems, scientific research

into new, custom and intelligent materials is
seeking to address these issues. The Science is
Material theme proved a rich seam of exploration. Dassault Systèmes applications are being
used across all industries to understand material
behaviour at the microscopic (formulation) and
macroscopic (constitutive) levels.
Byron Pipes from Purdue University provided a
vision for simulation in 2040, exploring the role
of simulation in developing a virtual twin for
evaluating performance and manufacturability in
the aerospace, marine and automotive industries.
His discussion focused on various workflows
that use roles available on 3DEXPERIENCE for
Design, Simulation and Biodesign (materials) to
develop end-to-end composite manufacturing
processes, including validation, to achieve ‘manufacturing informed performance.’
Nyle Miyamoto, additive manufacturing chief
engineer at Boeing Commercial Airplanes,
also took an in-depth look at advances in additive manufacturing in the aerospace industry,
emphasising its important role in building the
industry’s future.
As the spectrum of materials research was
reflected in presentations across the conference, a clear picture emerged of how science
and engineering are converging with modelling
and simulation to accelerate the development
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and innovative uses of new materials. Attendees
learned how modelling and simulation is being
used to explore and improve material behaviour
to solve engineering and product development
challenges from technical presentations from
companies such as Dupont, ATG Tire, Granta
Design and many others.
Science is Sustaining
In every industry energy resources, production materials and waste can cause cost, time
and regulatory problems. Enabling the efficient
recovery, usage and disposal of these resources
is a key priority of Dassault Systèmes and our
customers. The Science is Sustaining theme
focused on how our solutions are being used to
achieve sustainability in a vast range of industry
processes, from pharmaceuticals to manufacturing and oil and gas.
Efficient use of materials is just one benefit that can be achieved through simulation,
according to special guest presenter Stefanie
Feih, senior scientist at the Singapore Institute
of Manufacturing Technology. She discussed
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insights from her research into how manufacturers can bridge the gap between numerical simulation and experimental analysis, enabling them
to improve structural efficiency, meet emissions
targets and reduce material wastage.
Throughout the event, it was clear that the
personal, discovery, material and sustaining
aspects of science are part of the fabric of every
industry. Science in the Age of Experience

Attendees experienced
immersive virtual
reality demos to
explore realistic
3D models

“Efficient use of materials is just
one benefit that can be achieved
through simulation”
showcased how the scientific and engineering community is improving the ecoefficiency
of cars, increasing lifespans and making new
discoveries for sustaining our world in ways
never previously imagined. With continued
advancements in technology and collaboration,
it also highlighted the potential for even greater
achievements tomorrow.
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Why super engineers
need Sitzfleisch
M I K E J A M E S : AT S G L O B A L

In the first of a new series of articles on Industry 4.0, we get to grips with the
term ‘Sitzfleisch’ and understand its importance in relation to information
technologists, operations technologists and Microsoft

L

working in teams is often a viable alternative.
However, we absolutely need people who can see
the whole picture, not just the big picture.
A super engineer has an important character trait: curiosity. An unquenchable curiosity
with a feverish imagination. Too often today
we think these heroes must become highly successful entrepreneurs, people like Bill Gates or
Elon Musk. A super engineer can – and must
– be protected from these entrepreneurial ideas:
Sitzfleisch does not work when you are the middle point of a publicity storm.
For a super engineer, the quest for knowledge and realisation of ideas and dreams often
involves solving burning issues. Issues such as
cleaning up plastic waste or, even better, not
creating it in the first place. Our super engineers
must be nurtured and protected so they can
practice their art.
As IT and operational technology (OT) merge,
we can think about the tools needed for our super
engineer. Reality calls and merging IT and OT
The Manufacturing Operations Management Institute (ATS
needs toolsets. Both IT and OT people are already
Expert Division) Global Education Program
using Microsoft solutions – in fact, Microsoft
tools such as C#, 365, SQL and Azure are already
4 – 5 Oct 2018		
18 – 19 Oct 2018		 dominant on the shop floor. These tools are a great
MES/MOM: All You Need
MES/MOM Standardization
starting point for serious collaboration, but if you
to Know!
using ISA-95
want to become the next Leonardo da Vinci, you
Coventry, UK
Haarlem, the Netherlands
need to do just as he did and get the right sponsor.
9 Oct 2018
24 Oct 2018 		This is where ATS can help. (da Vinci got the right
sponsor, but ATS did not exist back then!)
Enterprise Recipe Management Cybersecurity for
ike it or not, Industry 4.0 calls for super engineers and it calls for high levels of education.
In Germany, the term ‘Sitzfleisch’ is used for
the ability to concentrate for long periods of time.
There is little doubt in my mind that Sitzfleisch is
an essential quality for super engineers.
Imagine someone who has a good understanding of physics, chemistry, mechanics, software
development and artificial intelligence with a
strong interest in music and astronomy and the
personality of an inventor. Someone who can
imagine how these technologies meet, how the
virtual world can be replicated in the physical
world, or the other way around.
This type of person is quite extraordinary – rather
than having a specific area of specialist knowledge,
they have more general scientific knowledge. An
example would be Leonardo da Vinci, the ‘universal genius’. However, these types of people are
few and far between – and having multiple experts

for Improved NPDI
Haarlem, the Netherlands

Manufacturing (ISA/IEC-62443)
Weert, the Netherlands

Mike James is chair of the board of directors
at ATS Global
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PROFILED: EMBRAER

Flying high
Embraer adopted Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform to
enable faster development, higher quality and improved innovation

F

ounded in 1969 and privatised in 1994,
Embraer is a global company headquartered
in Brazil with businesses in commercial and
executive aviation, defence and security. It is recognised for its innovation and disruption of the
aerospace industry.
Throughout Embraer’s journey to become a
major player in the global aerospace market, its
leaders sought the best opportunities for partnerships that could spawn new technologies that
it could leverage across product lines in its business portfolio. Embraer also strives to become
even better at continuous product improvement
and efficiently integrating higher performing suppliers into the production and product
support system to meet its goal of delivering
higher-value products to its customers.
The company has partnered with Dassault
Systèmes since 1997 to achieve these objectives.
Most recently it implemented Dassault Systèmes’
3DEXPERIENCE platform for the development
of the medium cabin Legacy 500 business jet and
its smaller sibling, the Legacy 450.
“We chose the 3DEXPERIENCE platform
because we believed it would allow us to do a better job integrating people and ideas, starting at the
conceptual stage of product design,” says Humberto
Pereira, vice president of engineering and technology at Embraer. “Another factor was our belief that
it would help us create a better product.”
Dassault Systèmes solutions are helping
Embraer keep up with continuously evolving
technologies and customer expectations. For
instance, the Legacy 500 was the first aircraft
fully designed to reuse product engineering
information through the different stages of
development. Even before the first customer
took delivery of the new Legacy 500, third-party
assessments had already concluded the aircraft
set a new standard for excellence – but that
was no surprise to Embraer. “We used Dassault
Systèmes solutions intensively to introduce
new, best-in-class technologies, such as the
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 y-by-wire flight control system and a new intefl
rior design, and to deliver what we believed the
market really expected,” says Pereira.
About 4,000 members of Embraer’s engineering,
technical and product-support team use Dassault
Systèmes solutions, as do many shop floor, pre-
design and customer-service oriented employees.
Adoption extends to Embraer’s supply chain as
well. The tools have yielded a variety of benefits.
For example, the 3DEXPERIENCE platform,
powered by ENOVIA, has allowed Embraer to
shorten the time it takes to shepherd new products
through development, from conceptualisation to
manufacturing, due to improved communication between functional teams and the elimination of some documentation and intermediate
steps. In addition, Dassault Systèmes’ DELMIA
application facilitates collaboration among shop

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

floor employees and helps them better understand all the steps involved in product assembly,
increasing productivity.
With the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, Embraer’s
engineers also find they can cross-pollinate
technology between civil and military aircraft
platforms more effectively. Since the late 1990s,
Embraer has had different types of aircraft in
development and in production simultaneously
at any given time. It has recognised that innovative technologies developed for a business jet,
for example, can help create a more compelling
value proposition for a family of commercial jet
airliners or a military transport aircraft, or vice
versa. The challenge has always been finding the
best way to implement such technology transfers.
The 3DEXPERIENCE platform allows Embraer
to efficiently evolve technology from one aircraft to another, regardless of which market the
model serves, because of how information can
be shared clearly and seamlessly. This is the case

with the Legacy 500’s state-of-the-art fly-by-wire
flight control system – a technology that is unique
in its class to the eight-to-twelve-passenger,
3,125-
nautical-mile jet. The system was based
on a previous generation technology applied
to Embraer’s first-generation commercial jets,
which, in turn, was based on the original electronic flight control system developed for the
AMX fighter in the 1980s and evolved into the
more sophisticated system that is now applied to
the Legacy 500, Legacy 450, the KC390 military
transport aircraft and the E-Jets E2. “By having a
well-defined engineering centre and technology
roadmap, we’ve been able to evolve technology
like this across business units,” Pereira said.
Embraer recognises innovation as a competitive differentiator and the speed of innovation
as the advantage to drive. The data-driven, model-based architecture of the 3DEXPERIENCE
platform delivered by ENOVIA collaboration
applications helps it achieve this.
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Move forward with a fully integrated solution
for the Pharmaceutical industry
Ready for
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AX for Pharma: a complete package that combines
proven software and expertise from a trusted advisor.
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• The AX for Pharma validation toolkits. They include functional documentation and testing protocols that support
and simplify the validation process.
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• AX for Pharma, built on Microsoft Dynamics AX. This industry-tailored, integrated ERP solution enables to carefully
monitor processes from research and development to sales, planning, purchasing, production, inventory & warehouse management, and quality management.
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AX for Pharma is the solution. Our software is designed to
meet the full range of needs for pharmaceutical companies,
minimize customizations and implementation challenges,
and provide proven expertise from a trusted advisor. The
complete package includes:
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Pharmaceutical companies face challenges that go well
beyond standard Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), including complex operations, advanced project and quality
management, and compliance with stringent regulatory requirements. Too often, companies spend excessive amounts
of time and money struggling to build and customize a system that meets their needs while achieving FDA validation.
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Modules and Benefits
Meet business and industry needs with a
single solution
AX for Pharma combines Microsoft Dynamics
AX with industry-specific solutions such as:
Manufacturing Execution System, Advanced
Quality Management, Enterprise Asset
Management and rich pharmaceutical expertise
for fast implementations and FDA validations.

Advanced Quality Management Module
Advanced Quality Management includes:
quality orders, sampling plans, reduced testing,
acceptance criteria, trending, certificates of
analysis/conformance, stability studies,
environmental monitoring, configurable

approval workflows, and electronic signature.

Weighing and Dispensing Module
Weighing and Dispensing can provide all the
information to resolve issues like: scale
requirements, weighing tolerances, operator
training needs, material hazard warning
messages, suggested container size and
quantity, and weigh-scale calibration
requirements.

GMP Plant Maintenance Module
GMP Plant Maintenance fully integrates with
Microsoft Dynamics AX and allows users to
manage and track plant and equipment

maintenance for machinery, scales, instruments
and other critical assets, as well as generate
preventive and ad-hoc work orders for servicing
plants and equipment.

Comply with GxP guidelines, 21 CFR Part
11 and EU Annex 11
Achieve full compliance with international
guidelines and regulations. Drive consistent
compliance by tracking GMP operations such
as lot status, work order processing, batch
release, and quality control approvals.

www.axforpharma.com

